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Guide Brief 9 – Summarizing Resilience Goals using Performance 
Goals Tables 

Applicable Section(s) of Guide: Volume 1, Section 1.5, Developing a Plan for Community Resilience, p. 18 

Volume 1, Section 4.1.5, Summarize the Results, p. 46 

Guide Briefs supplement the Community Resilience Planning Guide 
for Buildings and Infrastructure Systems (NIST SP1190)  

Purpose and Scope 

This Guide Brief reviews the 
performance goals tables used in Step 
3 of the Guide. These tables offer  an 
approach to evaluate the anticipated 
recovery of building clusters and 
infrastructure systems and the 
services they support. The summary 
performance goals table gives 
community resilience planners a one-
page view of what the community 
needs from its buildings and infrastructure systems when a routine, design, or extreme hazard event 
occurs.  

1. Purpose of the Performance Goals Tables

Performance goals tables document the desired and anticipated performance of the existing built 
environment. The tables help identify performance gaps that impact the social dimensions of the 
community and set the stage for developing a community resilience plan. Desired and anticipated 
performance goals are expressed in terms of ‘time to recovery of function’. 

The desired performance goals establish the recovery times for functions of the built environment 
following a hazard event. The recovery times  are based on the social and economic recovery needs of the 
community. For example, the desired performance for critical facilities and services, such as emergency 
rooms and 9-1-1 call centers, is continuous service or minimal disruption for all hazard events at the 
routine and design levels. This is the vision setting part of resilience planning where a community decides 
on the type of performance that is desired. 

The next step is determining the anticipated performance of the community’s existing building clusters 
and infrastructure systems (in terms of how long it will take them to restore functionality, often with 
temporary measures) for a selected hazard event. The community will estimate the expected performance 
of the existing system and identify system vulnerabilities relative to a hazard event. For instance, 
following a flood event, buildings and infrastructure systems may have damaged power and 
communication systems internal to the buildings or facilities that are necessary for their operation. 
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Vulnerabilities internal to the buildings or systems are often overlooked, as owners focus on the 
availability of external utilities.  

Once the community identifies the desired and anticipated performance for all systems in the built 
environment, the performance gaps are prioritized based on their potential impact on community 
recovery. This comprehensive approach forms the basis for prioritizing community resilience goals and 
mitigation and recovery plans. 

Community vulnerabilities for hazard events are best established through a comprehensive, inclusive 
process that pinpoints the gaps that may lead to widespread damage and disruption. With prioritized 
performance gaps between desired and anticipated performance, the community can develop short and 
long-term resilience plans for recovery of functionality.    

2. Understanding the Performance Goals Tables

The performance goals tables are organized by four functional categories: critical facilities, emergency 
housing, housing/neighborhoods/business, and community recovery. These functional categories are 
further defined  by short, intermediate, and long-term recovery phases (see Chapter 4 in the Guide) where: 

• Short-term recovery (days to weeks) – critical facilities and emergency housing

• Intermediate recovery (weeks to months) - housing/neighborhoods/business

• Long-term recovery (months to years) – community recovery

The completed performance goals tables for the building clusters and infrastructure systems offer a 
snapshot of each functional category and, when viewed together, their dependencies. The Guide 
introduces these tables in the building and infrastructure system chapters in Volume 2. The Community 
Resilience Planning Example in Chapter 9 of Volume 1 illustrates their use. 

Table 1 through Table 7 are taken from the Guide and provided with additional notes to explain their 
layout and use as follows:  

• Table 1 has notes that explain the contents of the Building Clusters Performance Goals Table (see
Table 12-3 in the Guide) using the completed table from the Riverbend example (see Table 9-11 in
the Guide). Communities can use this same format, listing their building clusters in the first column
and filling in the cells with their desired and anticipated performance in terms of recovery time for
building or system function.

• Table 2 through Table 6 from Volume 2 of the Guide have notes that explain the table format used for
each infrastructure system. The upper sections of the tables provide a representative list of system
components that may influence its performance in the community, but are often either located outside
of the community jurisdiction and/or owned and operated by other entities. This section is included to
heighten community awareness of potential dependencies on systems and organizations outside of the
community. The lower sections of the table, which aligns with the building clusters table, focus on the
local service delivery to the building clusters that enable their functionality. For infrastructure
systems that are privately owned, desired goals and anticipated performance will need to be set by the
owners in collaboration with the community. These tables provide an overview of the desired goals
and anticipated performance for each infrastructure system as it relates to the needs of the building
clusters.
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• Table 7 has notes that explain the content of the Summary Table (described in Volume 1 of the Guide
in Section 4.1.5) that is shown in the Riverbend Summary Table (see Table 9-17 in the Guide). The
Summary Table provides a one page summary of Table 1 through Table 6 based on  the performance
goals of the building clusters and infrastructure systems.

A set of performance goals tables is needed for each hazard event level (routine, design, extreme) 
considered by the community. Excel files with template that can be used for developing these tables are 
available at https://www.nist.gov/el/resilience/community-resilience-planning-guide-briefs.  
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Table 1. Riverbend Building Clusters Performance Goals Table (Table 9-11, Page 76 of Volume 1) 

The selected building clusters are organized and listed in four functional categories in the first column, as 
shown in Section 3.2 of the Guide. 
The second column of the table indicates levels of support needed by the community for achieving the goal, as 
discussed in Section 5.2.1 of the Guide.  
The related design hazard performance goal for each building cluster, expressed in terms of 30 %, 60 %, and 
90 % functionality levels  are noted in the appropriate phases column, as discussed in Section 4.1.2 of the 
Guide. 30 % represents the minimum number of buildings in the cluster, or the system capacity in the cluster, 
that are needed to initiate community recovery. 60 % represents the minimum number needed to resume usual 
operations in the community. 90 % represents the number needed to achieve normal operating capacity. 
The anticipated performance of a building cluster in its present condition is indicated by the location of the 
blue X, as discussed in Section 4.1.4 of the Guide. This information is specific to the hazard event under 
consideration.  
The table includes a Building Performance Category (A, B, C, or D as defined in Guide Table 4.1) to ensure 
compatibility of performance between buildings and infrastructure systems and with codes and standards. The 
performance levels can also inform the design criteria to be used for new construction, as defined in Table 4-1 
of Section 4.1.2. 
The heading table labeled Disturbance on the upper left side catalogues the parameters used in determining the 
anticipated performance of the clusters, and the support needed to achieve that goal, as define in Section 4.1.3. 
The building clusters, related performance goals and building performance categories vary for each of the 
three hazard levels. The anticipated performance may vary for each hazard type.  
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Table 2. Transportation Performance Goals Table (Table 13-3, Page 102 of Volume 2) 

The Transportation Performance Goals Table contains additional functional clusters of transportation 
infrastructure organized by ingress and egress routes. 
Transportation services for building clusters are addressed in the Community Recovery section. The functional 
categories and building clusters are shown in gold to indicate services to buildings. The categories and clusters 
should replicate those in the Building Clusters Performance Goals Table.   
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Table 3. Electrical Energy Performance Goals Table (Table 14-3,  Page 147 of Volume 2) 

The Electrical Energy Performance Goals Table contains additional energy categories with functional  
clusters related to energy generation organized by ownership (bulk and distributed power generation).  
Energy services for building clusters are addressed under the Community Recovery section. The functional 
categories and building clusters are shown in gold to indicate services to buildings. The building categories 
should replicate those in the Building Clusters Performance Goals Table. 
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Table 4. Communications Performance Goals Table (Table 15-1, Page 180 of Volume 2) 

The Communications Performance Goals Table contains an additional communications category with 
functional clusters related to hubs (e.g., Central Offices). These facilities are owned by service providers, who 
can estimate the anticipated performance so that the community is aware of potential lapses in service 
coverage when a hazard event strikes.   
Communication services for building clusters are addressed under the Community Recovery functional 
category. The functional categories and building clusters are shown in gold to indicate services to buildings. 
The building categories should replicate those in the Building Clusters Performance Goals Table. 
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Table 5. Water Performance Goals Table (Table 16-2, Page 214 of Volume 2) 

The Water Performance Goals Table contains additional water categories with functional clusters for source, 
transmission, and system control. 
Water services for building clusters are repeated under the Community Recovery functional category. The 
functional categories and building clusters are shown in gold to indicate services to buildings. The building 
categories should replicate those in the Building Clusters Performance Goals Table. 
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Table 6. Wastewater Performance Goals Table (Table 16-3, Page 215 of Volume 2) 

The Wastewater Performance Goals Table contains additional wastewater categories with functional clusters 
for treatment plants, trunk lines, and control systems. 
Wastewater services for building clusters are repeated under the Community Recovery functional category. 
The functional categories and building clusters are shown in gold to indicate services to buildings. The 
building categories should replicate those in the Building Clusters Performance Goals Table. 
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The performance goals tables contain useful and detailed information about the desired performance goals 
and the anticipated performance for the existing built environment and each hazard under consideration. 
This information is then  incorporated into a single summary table. 

The Summary Community Performance Goals Table is a high level summary of the 90 % goals for the 
building clusters and supporting infrastructure systems. It is organized in a similar manner as the Building 
Clusters Performance Goals Table around the four functional categories. However, the entries under each 
functional category represent each system of the built environment (buildings, transportation, energy, 
water, wastewater, and communication). The desired performance goals in the summary table represents 
the 90 % level of functional recovery. Similarly, the anticipated performance for each element is the time 
to achieve recovery of functionality, whether through temporary or permanent solutions. Comparing the 
performance goals between the buildings and infrastructure systems within each functional category 
provides a high-level summary of performance gaps and where the greatest need for solutions may exist 
to achieve recovery of functionality at the community scale. Communities may also consider developing 
similar summary tables for the 30 % and 60 % levels.  

The Summary Community Performance Goals Table for the Riverbend example is shown in Table 7 
(Table 9-17 in the Guide). In this table, several of the systems under each functional category have 
anticipated performance levels that generally match the desired recovery goals. Where they do not, such 
as is the case for buildings and wastewater systems in this example, short- and long-term solutions need 
to be identified to address the performance gap. A summary of the 30 % and 60 % performance levels is 
not shown in the table or the Guide example.  

Table 7. Summary Community Performance Goals Table from the Riverbend Example (Table 9-17, 
Page 82 of Volume 1) 
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